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Image from:  http://classroom.sdmesa.edu/jfegan/images/floating%20ball.jpg

http://classroom.sdmesa.edu/jfegan/images/floating ball.jpg


Volume

Image from:  http://s3.media.squarespace.com/production/320009/7391668/blog/images/2008/07/23/lg_2lcontour_sm.jpg

The amount of mass in a 
given volume measured in 
liters.

A 2 liter bottle of coca 
cola always holds the 
same amount of liquid.

http://s3.media.squarespace.com/production/320009/7391668/blog/images/2008/07/23/lg_2lcontour_sm.jpg


Density

The amount of matter in a 
certain volume.

Image from:  http://2009rt8sichaneen.files.wordpress.com/2009/11/dense4.gif

http://2009rt8sichaneen.files.wordpress.com/2009/11/dense4.gif


Buoyancy

Image from:  http://classroom.sdmesa.edu/jfegan/images/floating%20ball.jpg

The ability of 
matter to float in 
liquid or gas.

http://classroom.sdmesa.edu/jfegan/images/floating ball.jpg


Hardness

The ability of one substance to scratch another 
substance.



Temperature

Image from: http://www.physicscentral.com/experiment/physicsathome/images/thermometers.gif

A measure of the 
amount of heat 
present.

http://www.physicscentral.com/experiment/physicsathome/images/thermometers.gif


Magnetism 

Image from: http://static.wix.com/media/7440c46dea38712486ce767fe4fc3e7c.wix_mp

The ability to attract iron.

http://static.wix.com/media/7440c46dea38712486ce767fe4fc3e7c.wix_mp


Mass

Image adapted from: http://video.ecb.org/badger/download/vlc/images/VLC191_Units_of_mass.jpg

The amount of matter in a substance.

http://video.ecb.org/badger/download/vlc/images/VLC191_Units_of_mass.jpg


Solid

Image from: http://www.boiler-tubes.com/pic/Seamless-Stainless-Steel-tubing.jpg

A state of matter with a 
definite shape and 
volume.

http://www.boiler-tubes.com/pic/Seamless-Stainless-Steel-tubing.jpg


Dissolving 

Image from: http://www.aqob.com.au/images/product/detail/saltwater.jpg; adapted from: http://www.physicscentral.com/experiment/physicsathome/electricwhirlpool.cfm

The apparent disappearance of 
one material in another when 
mixed.

http://www.aqob.com.au/images/product/detail/saltwater.jpg
http://www.physicscentral.com/experiment/physicsathome/electricwhirlpool.cfm


Liquid

Image from: http://www.oberlin.edu/physics/catalog/demonstrations/fluids/pascalvases.jpg

A state of matter that 
has a definite volume 
but no definite shape.

http://www.oberlin.edu/physics/catalog/demonstrations/fluids/pascalvases.jpg


Gas

Image adapted from: http://img.metro.co.uk/i/pix/2007/07/balloons_450x350.jpg

A state of matter with no definite volume or shape.



Symmetry

Image adapted from: http://www.k6-geometric-shapes.com/image-files/ws-t2-symmetry.jpg

Dividing an object 
into 2 equal halves.

http://www.k6-geometric-shapes.com/image-files/ws-t2-symmetry.jpg


Evaporation

Image from: http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_XfOq6A2_S9A/TO_bf1S3LiI/AAAAAAAAAAk/mIna_7iF2Kk/s1600/full_glass_empty_glass.jpg

The process through which a liquid changes to a gas.

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/_XfOq6A2_S9A/TO_bf1S3LiI/AAAAAAAAAAk/mIna_7iF2Kk/s1600/full_glass_empty_glass.jpg


Retain

Image from: http://img4.realsimple.com/images/0907/sol-car-wash_300.jpg

The ability to hold in 
materials such as water.

http://img4.realsimple.com/images/0907/sol-car-wash_300.jpg


Condensation

Image from: http://www.usefilm.com/images/5/9/5/595/152495-medium.jpg

The process through which a gas changes to a liquid.

http://www.usefilm.com/images/5/9/5/595/152495-medium.jpg


Melting

Image from: http://www.tutor2u.net/blog/images/uploads/meltingIcetechnology.jpg

The process 
through which a 
solid changes to a 
liquid.

http://www.tutor2u.net/blog/images/uploads/meltingIcetechnology.jpg


Freezing

Image from: http://www.cinequipwhite.com/staging/wp-content/uploads/freeze1.jpg

The process 
through which a 
liquid changes to a 
solid.

http://www.cinequipwhite.com/staging/wp-content/uploads/freeze1.jpg


Texture

Images from: http://mayang.com/textures/Wood/images/Bark/3d_rough_lumps_bark_5150017.JPG; http://static.desktopnexus.com/thumbnails/1218-bigthumbnail.jpg

The way an object feels when touched.

http://mayang.com/textures/Wood/images/Bark/3d_rough_lumps_bark_5150017.JPG
http://static.desktopnexus.com/thumbnails/1218-bigthumbnail.jpg


Conduction

Image from: http://www.antonine-education.co.uk/physics_gcse/Unit_1/Topic_1/conduction.jpg

The movement of heat 
between objects that 
touch each other.

http://www.antonine-education.co.uk/physics_gcse/Unit_1/Topic_1/conduction.jpg


Insulator

The ability of a substance 
to prevent electricity from 
flowing well.



Mixture

Image from: http://www.suddenlyfrugal.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/01/trailmix.jpg

A combination of 
two substances in 
which each retains 
its physical 
properties.

http://www.suddenlyfrugal.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/01/trailmix.jpg


Solution

Image from: http://www.iprocuredirect.com/product_images/o/789/1010016489__52438_zoom.jpg

A substance dissolved in another to 
form a uniform substance.

http://www.iprocuredirect.com/product_images/o/789/1010016489__52438_zoom.jpg


Radiation

The transfer of heat 
energy through air and 
space as waves.

Image adapted from: http://wattsupwiththat.files.wordpress.com/2009/03/lindzen1.png

http://wattsupwiththat.files.wordpress.com/2009/03/lindzen1.png


Convection

Image from: http://www.physics.arizona.edu/~thews/reu/Convection.bmp

The movement of heat energy through liquids and 
gases in currents.

http://www.physics.arizona.edu/~thews/reu/Convection.bmp


Sound

Image from: http://www.scittscience.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/changing_sounds_p1_1.gif

A form of energy produced by vibrating objects.

http://www.scittscience.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2009/01/changing_sounds_p1_1.gif


Quantity 

The number of something.

Image from: http://www.schoolsparks.com/assets/images/early-childhood-development/math-number-awareness/five-apples.jpg

http://www.schoolsparks.com/assets/images/early-childhood-development/math-number-awareness/five-apples.jpg


Pattern

A recognizable, repeated series.



Cycle

Image from: http://www.mbgnet.net/fresh/cycle/cycle2.jpg

A pattern that has 
no beginning or 
end.

http://www.mbgnet.net/fresh/cycle/cycle2.jpg

